Bag Basket

1.

Cut one of each file.

2.

Take the largest Mat piece and mat this to back of the weave pattern Front piece.

3.

Take the two remaining Mat pieces and mat these to the back of the weave pattern Side pieces.

4.

Take the Back piece with the flower cut outs and glue the middle section of the Sides and Base piece to the base of this
using the tabs. Then glue the woven sides to the sides of the Back piece.

5.

Glue the weave pattern front piece to the remaining tabs to complete the basket.

Birdhouse Box

2 x Roof
2 x Sides
1 x Front
1 x Back
1 x Base
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cut one of each of the above files in your chosen card stock.
Mat the circular piece of the front over the hole in the large front piece (optional).
Glue the bottom tabs of the front, back, and side pieces to the base piece.
Glue the sides to the front and back using the side tabs
Starting with the largest piece, mat the detailed pieces of the roof to the plain rectangular piece ensuring you leave the tab
on the rectangular piece clear.
Glue the roof pieces to the side pieces using the tab.
Secure the box shut by threading a ribbon through the holes on the roof and decorate as desired.

Bunny and Chick Boxes

1 x Box
1 x Lid
1 x Face Mat
1.

Cut one of each of the above files in your chosen card stock.

2.

Assemble the box by gluing together using the tabs.

3.

Assemble the lid by gluing together using the tabs.

4.

Mat the face details onto the face and mat this to the corresponding lid area.

Bunny Gift Bag

1 x Back
1 x Front
1 X Base
2 x Sides
1 x Mat Layer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cut the files in the quantities listed above in your desired card stock.
Glue the front, back, and side pieces to the base using the tabs.
Glue the front, back, and sides together using the tabs at the sides.
Take the mat layer pieces and mat the ear shapes onto the main head shape.
Mat the heart shaped nose piece to the round cheek piece and mat this onto the face. Finish with matting the eyes above
the nose to complete the face.
Fold the back piece along the top score line and mat the face layer to the top piece.
Fold this over the front of the bag and secure with double sided tape.

Carrot Box

1.

Cut the Carrot Box file.

2.

Glue the box together using the long tab at the side.

3.

Bend the two top box parts without the hole into the centre.

4.

Repeat the above step with the remaining two parts and secure by threading a ribbon through the holes.

Easter Egg Cut Out Box

4 x Sides
2 x Lid Top
8 x Lid Sides
4 x Egg Mat Layer (optional)
Flower Mat Layer as desired (optional)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cut one of each of the above files in your chosen card stock.
Glue the Side pieces together using the side tabs.
Take four of the Lid Side pieces and glue together using the tabs. Glue this to one of the Lid Top pieces to create a lid.
Repeat this step with the remaining Lid Side and Lid Top piece.
Put one completed lid piece on the bottom of the box and one on the top.
If desired, mat the Egg Mat Layer pieces on the egg shape on the sides of the box and add some of the flower mat details.

Flower Basket

1 x Basket
1 x Handle
1.

Cut one of each of the above files in your chosen card stock.

2.

Fold the Basket piece gently along the score lines.

3.

Draw the end rectangular tabs up to meet behind the large triangular tabs and glue in place.

4.

Position and glue the remaining rectangular tabs in place.

5.

Glue the ends of the handle to opposite ends of the basket.

6.

Ribbon can be woven through the slits in the handle if desired.

7.

Fill with flowers to finish.

Layered Basket

1 x Basket Inner
1 x Basket Outer
1 x Handle
1.

Cut one of each of the above files in your chosen card stock.

2.

Take the Basket Inner piece and glue each tab to the corresponding side to make up the basket shape.

3.

Take the Basket Inner and glue each tab to the corresponding side as with the above piece.

4.

Apply glue to the base of the inner piece and stick inside the outer piece.

5.

Glue each end of the handle to opposite sides of the inside of the inner piece.

